Pinwheels for Peace is Monday 9/21!

Pinwheels for Peace on International Peace Day September 21st

Neighborhoods will be displaying Pinwheels throughout the NE SPS!! Participating schools Bryant, Decatur, Olympic Hills, View Ridge to name a few! We are proudly sharing our Whirrled Peace with the NE communities! Head out and plant your pinwheels on the morning of Monday September 21st! Then during the day go on a walk and see the displays! Absorb the breeze of positive thoughts about Peace from our students and families! Have a conversation about how Pinwheels for Peace feels this year verses other years!

Ms. Haven, Art Teacher VRE SPS

Curriculum Night Update

Curriculum Night for grades 1-5, originally scheduled for the evening of 9/22, has been postponed! Please stay tuned for updated date and time.